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The local dependence function is constant for the bivariate normal distribution.
Here we identify all other distributions which also have constant local dependence.
The key property is exponential family conditional distributions and a linear condi-
tional mean. When given two marginal distributions only, this characterisation is
not very helpful, and numerical solutions are necessary.  1998 Academic Press
AMS subject classifications: 62H05, 62H20.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we further the study of the local dependence function # for
continuous bivariate random variables initiated by Holland and Wang
[11] and pursued by Wang [20] and Jones [13]. If f (x, y) is a bivariate
density function and f ij (x, y) denotes i+ jf (x, y)xi y j, then
#(x, y)=
2 log f (x, y)
x y
=
1
f (x, y) { f 11(x, y)&
f 10(x, y) f 01(x, y)
f (x, y) = .
Holland and Wang [11] motivated this form for #(x, y) as the natural
continuous analogue of the local cross-product ratios that play the local
dependence role for bivariate discrete data (see below). Jones [13]
motivated #(x, y) from the point of view of localising the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient \.
The local dependence function is constant for the bivariate normal dis-
tribution, taking the value \(1&\2) in the standard normal case. This
raises the question addressed in this paper: for what other distributions
does the value of #(x, y) not change with the sizes of x and y? A simple
solution in terms of conditional distributions is given in Section 2: all
distributions with constant local dependence involve an exponential family
conditional distribution with its canonical parameter being a linear function.
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Normal homoscedastic linear regression, with arbitrary design marginal, is
one important special case of this.
Consequences of this general result for identifying constant local
dependence joint densities are explored in Section 3. The work of Arnold
and Strauss [3] is relevant here. Given only a pair of marginal densities,
the above does not provide a completely useful solution to the question.
A further exploration of constant local dependence for such cases forms the
subject of Section 4. An analogous problem to that of the current paper is
mentioned in Section 5.
Thanks to Holland and Wang’s [11] derivation of #, constant local
dependence is the continuous analogue of constant local association in con-
tingency table analysis. The latter is the uniform association model. See
Goodman [79] for development of this and further local association
models for contingency tables. A discrete analogue of formula (2.1) which
follows appears in Goodman’s work, but perhaps any analogue of much of
what follows from that is not of central interest in the discrete case.
It will be assumed that (X, Y ) take values (x, y) # C1_C2 where C1 and
C2 are the whole real line or subsets thereof. The univariate marginal den-
sities of X and Y will be denoted by fX and fY , respectively.
2. THE GENERAL RESULT
Let % # R be a fixed constant value for the local dependence function. It
is immediate that the equation
2 log f (x, y)
x y
=%
is equivalent to saying that f should have the form
a(x; %) b( y; %) e%xy (2.1)
where a(x; %) and b( y: %) are arbitrary nonnegative functions satisfying the
marginality constraints
fX (x)=a(x; %) |
C2
b( y; %) e%xy dy
and
fY ( y)=b( y; %) |
C1
a(x; %) e%xy dx.
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This result is implicit in Wang [20]. A special case that we shall consider
no further is when %=0, for this is clearly a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for independence of X and Y (Holland and Wang [11]).
From (2.1), the conditional distribution of Y given X=x in a distribu-
tion with constant linear dependence is proportional to
b( y; %) exp(%xy). (2.2)
The local dependence function of the joint distribution depends only on
this conditional distribution (or equivalently on the distribution of X given
that Y= y). This is the invariance to marginal replacement, or ‘‘margin-
free,’’ property of # noted by Holland and Wang [11]. But thought of as
a function of y, (2.2) has the exponential family form proportional to
exp \ yv(,)+h( y, ,)+
(e.g., McCullagh and Nelder [16]) provided we write v(,)=%x+:(%)
and ,=;(%) so that h( y, ,)=log b( y; %)& y:(%) for some functions :
and ;.
This has the important interpretation that the local dependence function
is constant if and only if Y | x has a linear exponential family distribution,
for fixed dispersion parameter v(,), with the canonical parameter a linear
function of x, the common generalised linear model situation. An attractive
parameterisation sets v(,)=1% so that =x+:(%)% and % is the recip-
rocal of the dispersion parameter. An alternative removes the dispersion
parameter by taking v(%)=1 and makes % the slope in =%x+:(%).
Note that the margin-free property of # is somewhat illusory: far from
the above saying that an exponential family conditional together with any
marginal will do, the X ’s have to arrange themselves in such a way that a
canonical linear model is appropriate.
3. CONSEQUENCES FOR JOINT DENSITIES
If bivariate distributions were always presented in the form of one
marginal and an associated conditional distribution, the above would
provide a complete solution to the question of constant local dependence.
However, identifying joint distributions from the general result is not easy.
Essentially this problem was investigated in depth by Arnold and Strauss
[3]. In their Section 3, specific examples whose conditionals are one-
parameter exponential families, as is essentially the case here, are presented.
Unfortunately, three out of five examples are of discrete distributions,
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which are not the focus of this paper, a fourth is the bivariate normal dis-
tribution, and the only additional continuous distribution is the following
interesting one due to Abrahams and Thomas [1] and Arnold and Strauss
[2]:
fA(x, y)=K exp(&x& y+%xy), 0<x<, 0< y<, %0,
where K=% exp(1%)Ei(&1%) and Ei(u)=&u v
&1e&v dv. (Non-unit
multiples of x and y are allowed, more generally.) The important feature of
this distribution is that the conditional distributions are exponential dis-
tributions. Marginals, however, are of the simple but non-standard form
proportional to (1&%x)&1 e&x. Note that, unlike the marginal densities to
be considered in Section 4, these marginals depend on %. Moreover, dis-
tribution fA only exists for %0, i.e. for distributions with non-positive
local dependence (as well, indeed, as other non-positive measures of
association).
A further trawl of the encyclopaedic book of Hutchinson and Lai [12]
on bivariate distributions turned up no further distributions of the form
(2.1). One can contemplate manufacturing further distributions with con-
stant local dependence direct from (2.1), e.g., set a(x; %)=b( y; %) equal to
a constant depending on % when 0<x<1 and 0< y<1, but it is unclear
why such distributions might be useful apart from having constant local
dependence.
4. CONSTANT LOCAL DEPENDENCE DISTRIBUTIONS
WITH GIVEN MARGINALS
Another problem with conditional specifications is that the question of
combining two given marginals in a constant local dependence distribution
is not addressed. When the marginals are normal, the appropriate joint dis-
tribution is, of course, the bivariate normal. But an analytical solution for
other marginal distributions seems beyond reach.
Following Wang [20]who described essentially the following
approach but showed no resultswe provide numerical solutions in the
form of contour maps for the cases of exponential and uniform marginal
distributions. (The results differ from any existing bivariate exponential or
uniform distributions.)
The algorithm used is essentially that of Kullback [14] for obtaining the
bivariate joint density f which has specified marginals fX and fY and which
is closest in a certain sense to a given joint density ?. The algorithm is
simply marginal replacement: work out the ‘‘current marginal’’ in, say, the
X direction, and set this equal to fX by multiplying by fX (x) and dividing
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by the current marginal; then do the same in the Y direction; and iterate.
That is,
f2n&1(x, y)= fX (x)[g2n&2(x)]&1 f2n&2(x, y),
f2n(x, y)= fY ( y)[h2n&1( y)]&1 f2n&1(x, y),
for n=1, 2, ..., where g and h are the obvious current marginals. Since in
practice we employ this algorithm on a finite region, we can take f0(x, y)=
exp(%xy) (or, more correctly, a normalised version thereof). Clearly, if the
algorithm converges, it converges to the distribution of the form (2.1) with
the required marginals. And the algorithm does converge to a unique solu-
tion, convergence theory having been developed by Csiszar [4], Kullback
[14], Ru schendorf [18], and Speed and Kiiveri [19]. In fact, given that
our implementation is necessarily discrete, what we are essentially using is
the celebrated iterated proportional fitting algorithm of Deming and
Stephan [6] for fitting contingency tables with fixed marginals.
The constant local dependence distribution with %=1 corresponding to
unit exponential marginals is shown in Fig 1. (In the case of the normal
distribution, %=1 corresponds to a correlation of 0.618.) Of course, the
distribution is absolutely continuous which not all bivariate exponentials
are, and the density contours have an attractive shape, but we have not
Fig. 1. The distribution with constant local dependence %=1 and unit exponential
marginals.
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Fig. 2. The distribution with constant local dependence %=1 and uniform marginals.
obtained any further interesting properties of the distribution. Note that
this is not the bivariate exponential distribution of Gumbel [10] which is
almost, but not quite, of the form (2.1).
The corresponding distribution with U[0, 1] marginals is shown in
Fig. 2. The current author believes that the equivariance of the local
dependence function with marginal transformations is an appropriate
property. However, some might prefer to start with this constant local
dependence copula and consider marginal transformations thereof as inter-
esting distributions.
5. ANALOGY WITH PLACKETT’S DISTRIBUTION
Consider defining a function of a large bivariate contingency table with
ordered responses at any corner, z0 say, of an interior cell. The local cross-
product ratios underlying # are cross-product ratios of the values in the
2_2 table of cells immediately surrounding z0 . A similar set, of ‘‘quadrant’’
cross-product ratios, can be formed from each 2_2 table whose cells are
the sums of all cells in the large table corresponding to an aggregation
centred at z0 . Dale [5] compares the two.
In the continuous case, constancy of the function equivalent to the
quadrant association function provides a tractable problem solved by the
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Plackett distribution (Hutchinson and Lai [12], Mardia [15], and Plackett
[18]). However, while the quadrant association function shares some of
the properties of a dependence function, its interpretation is not clear in
general. The analogous work in the current paper on the constancy of # is
associated with a function with a clearer, local dependence interpretation.
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